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A mobile phone is the basic essential factor required to apply for fast cash by text. Thus, if you have
a cell phone and you lack the ability to afford a certain expense, this is a means through which you
can fulfill your desires. This is synonymous to a statement that indicates that these advances are a
medium for instant cash.

Cash by text loans credit up to Â£100 is given for a period of 1 to 7 days, that is, a weekâ€™s time to
repay the amount borrowed. The amount has to be paid back within that particular time span, or
else a penalty fee will be obligatory due to the extension. The applicant can use this borrowed
money for different purposes such as to pay the bills or to buy something for a loved one and so on.

The amount offered here, is sufficient enough for a week. Therefore, the borrower has the chance to
release himself from all his short term cash worries. These forms of cash are offered to good as well
as bad creditors. The amount that the applicant has requested for is transferred to his account
within a short period of time. Thus, it does not matter if you are bankrupt or missed your last
payment; this loan provision is available for one and everyone who has a mobile phone.

The only required homework from your end is to get your mobile number registered online with the
lending institute by filling in the application form. After verification the lender sends you a
confirmation email which will include your PIN code number and the terms and conditions.
Henceforth whenever you need the cash advance you need to text message the PIN code with the
amount and the reimbursement date and the money will be transferred in your account.

But, an important aspect that should be known with keen interest is the fluctuation in interest rates.
Most probably, cash by text have a high sum of interest rate imposed on the amounts lent. Also, a
timely repayment of the cash drawn is important to avoid possibilities of confinement charges.

Cash by text is available to only people who are 18 years and above. The lender of the money has
to make sure that the applicant resides from U.K and that he is a permanent resident of that country.
The borrower has to have a mobile phone and a bank account which is accessible.

In the conclusion when things can be simple why make it a big deal.
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